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 Econometrica, Vol. 50, No. 2 (March, 1982)
 A SUPPORT PRICE THEOREM FOR THE CONTINUOUS TIME
 MODEL OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION'
 SHIN-ICHI TAKEKUMA2
 We consider a model of capital accumulation and prove the existence of a support price
 path for the optimal path of capital accumulation. The considered model is a continuous
 time model of infinite horizon. Our problem is the so-called convex problem of optimal
 control without differentiability. We adopt the overtaking optimality criterion and prove
 the existence of a dual price path which supports the value function as well as the
 Hamiltonian function.
 1. INTRODUCTION
 IN THIS PAPER we consider a model of capital accumulation and prove the
 existence of a support price path for the optimal path of capital accumulation.
 The considered model is a continuous time model of infinite horizon.
 Under some assumptions of differentiability, we can obtain a dual path for the
 optimal path by the Euler equation, or by the maximum principle of Pontryagin
 [13]. (See, for example, Halkin [7] and Haurie [8].) The differentiability assump-
 tion is, however, too restrictive and excludes a large class of economic models,
 such as models with fixed-coefficient production technology like Leontief or von
 Neuman models. So, we shall not assume the differentiability, but instead we
 shall assume the convexity of the model, which can be justified in many
 economic models.
 Optimal control without a differentiability assumption has been studied by
 Rockafellar [14] and Halkin [6] in convex models. Some mathematical generaliza-
 tions in non-convex models have been done more recently by Warga [19], Aubin
 and Clarke [1], and so on. However, if we confine ourselves to the case of convex
 models, the models and results in this paper are more general than theirs. The
 distinct features in our results are as follows: First, our optimality criterion is a
 general one, that is, the so-called overtaking criterion originally introduced by
 von Weizsacker [18] and Gale [5]. Second, we shall prove the existence of a dual
 price path which supports the value function as well as the Hamiltonian function.
 The existence of such a price path is non-trivial, since we can easily show an
 example of a price path which supports the Hamiltonian function, but does not
 support the value function. Benveniste and Scheinkman [2] have obtained the
 same result in a differentiable model with a somewhat stronger "interiority"
 assumption on the optimal path. The fact that a price path supports both the
 'This paper is based on the author's paper [15] and the author's Ph.D. dissertation [16] submitted
 to the University of Rochester. under supervision of Professors L. M. Benveniste and L. W.
 McKenzie.
 2The author is grateful to Professors L. W. McKenzie and L. M. Benveniste for their suggestions
 and encouragement. Also, the author would like to thank Professors J.-P. Aubin, W. A. Brock, E.
 Sheshinski, and an anonymous referee for their comments.
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 value function and the Hamiltonian function can be used in proving the
 "turnpike" property of the optimal paths (see McKenzie [10]) and in proving the
 transversality condition (see Takekuma [16]).
 The main result in this paper is the Main Theorem in Section 4, in which the
 existence of a dual price path for the optimal path is proved. The theorem is a
 counterpart of the support price lemma proved by McKenzie [10, Lemma I] in a
 discrete time model. One of the key lemmas in our argument is Lemma 6.2,
 which exactly corresponds to the "induction" argument by Weitzman [20] and
 McKenzie [9 and 10]. Of course, since our model is in continuous time, their
 induction procedure cannot be applied directly in our case. However, even in the
 case of continuous time models, their method is quite useful and actually makes
 the proof simpler and more elementary. A similar proof can be found in Halkin
 [6], but his method seems effective only for finite horizon models.
 2. MATHEMATICAL NOTATION
 The set of all positive integers is denoted by N. Let R be the real line. R'
 denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space, where n E N. For any x, y E R', the
 inner product of x and v is denoted by x * y. The Euclidean norm of any x E R&
 is denoted by llxll, i.e., llxll = x * x. For any subset U of Rn, int U denotes the
 interior of U in R n and co U denotes the convex hull of U. A function f: I -i R n
 defined on a closed interval I c R to Rn is called absolutelv continuous if the
 restriction of f on any compact interval is absolutely continuous in the usual
 sense. The derivative of f is denoted by f. For any concave (or convex) function
 f: U-> R U f - o, + X } defined on a convex subset U of R' , symbol af(x)
 denotes the set of all subgradients of function f at x E U, i.e., af(x) = { p E
 Rn I f(x)-p * x-(or resp. )f(y)-p * y for all y E U}.
 A mapping F: U -*2R' defined on a subset U of Rn to the family of all
 non-empty subsets of R' is called a correspondence. Correspondence F is called
 lower semi-continuous at x0 E U if for anyyO EY F(xo) and any sequence { x} x.
 in U converging to xo, there exists a sequence { y}1 i E N converging to y0 such that
 y& E F(x,) for all i E N. Correspondence F is called lower semi-continuous if F is
 lower semi-continuous at all x E U.
 3. THE MODEL
 Let m E N be the number of different commodities (capital goods) in the
 economy. The technology of the economy is described by a correspondence
 Y: [0, X) 2R x R . The notation (x, y) E Y(t) means that at time t if we have
 amount x of commodities (capital goods), we can increase the amount of the
 commodities by y. Namely, the pair (x, y) is a technologically possible combina-
 tion of the amount of capital stock and the level of investment at time t. Let G,
 denote the "graph" of correspondence Y, i.e., Gy = { (x, y, t) E Rm x RI"? x
 [0, x ) I (x, v) E Y(t) }. Also, define a correspondence X: [0, x ) > 2R' by X(t) =
 x E R "'I (x, y) E Y(t) for some y E R m .
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 Social welfare at any point in time is represented by the instantaneous utility
 function u : Gy - R. Namely, for each (x, y, t) E Gy, u(x, a, t) is interpreted as
 the maximum level of social satisfaction that can be attained at time t if the
 amount of capital stock is x and the level of investment is V.
 ASSUMPTION 1: (i) The correspondence Y' is convex-valued, i.e.. for each
 t E4 1, o ), Y(t) is a convex subset of R"' x R'". (ii) For each t E [0, x ). intX(t)
 7 0. (iii) The function u is a measurable function such that, for each t E [0, x),
 u(x-, 1'.t) is a concave function of (x, v') on Y(t).
 RIMARK 3.1: Allowing u(x, p, t) to assume the value - x on the boundary of
 Y(t) (where the boundary is taken relative to the smallest affine set containing
 Y(t)) would not be a more general assumption since setting u(x v,yt) equal to
 - oo is equivalent to excluding point (x, Y) from Y(t). We can always perform
 this latter operation because Y(t) is not necessarily closed. Note that such an
 operation does not destroy the convexity of Y(t) because of the concavity of
 u (x-. v, t ).
 An absolutely continuous function J: [t', t"] R"', where ', t" E [0, Cv) and
 t' < <'. is calledt a ftasible arc if (f(t). f(t)) E Y(t) for almost every t E [t', t"].
 ASSuMPTION 2: There exists a countable family of feasible arcs, say F, having
 the following properties. (i) For each t E [0, x ), define
 F, = {f F IG f is a function defined on [ t', t to R"
 such that t' t < t"( t' = t only when t = 0)
 and
 D, = jt,ft)) E- R' 1 X R m f C-E Fl
 Then, D, is a dense subset of Y(t) for all t E [0. x).
 (ii) '1 uu(f(t), f(t), t)dt! < + x for anyf: [t' I"]-* RR' in F.
 This assumption is very general, but it might be difficult to examnine whether a
 certain model satisfies the assumption. Therefore, we shall give an assumption.
 which is much stronger, but seems more useful.
 ASsuMPTION 2': (i) The correspondence Y is lower semi-continuous. (ii) If
 f: [t'.t I -- R "' is a feasible arc whose derivative . is continuous, then 1jiii(fi(t),
 f(ty.)dt< +x
 Rr IARK 3.2: In the Appendix we shall prove that Assumption 2 is implied by
 Assumption 2' under Assumption 1. The proof is done by using a continuous
 selection theorem of Michael [11, Theorem 3.1"'] and a theorem oin the existence
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 of solutions for ordinary differential equations. In addition, if u: Gy -- R is a
 continuous function, then Assumption 2' (ii) is automatically satisfied. Therefore,
 Assumption 2 holds if correspondence Y is lower semi-continuous and function u
 is continuous.
 An absolutely continuous function k [t', oo) - R , where t' E [0, x), is called
 a feasible path from time t' if (k(t), k(t)) E Y(t) for almost every t E [t', x0). For
 each (x, t) E R m x [0, oc), let A (x, t) denote the set of all feasible paths k from
 time t with k(t) = x.
 ASSUMPTION 3: If k is a feasible path from time t', then
 u(k(t), k (t),t)dt< +oo for all t"E [t',yo).
 The above assumption enables us to define a criterion of optimality for
 feasible paths. A feasible path k from time t' is said to be overtaken by another
 feasible path k' E A (k(t'), t') if there exist e > 0 and to t' such that J' u(k('(t),
 k'(t), t)dt > f, u(k(t), k(t), t)dt + e for all t" _ to.
 A feasible path k from time t' is called an optimal path from time t' if k is not
 overtaken by any k' E A (k(t'), t').
 REMARK 3.3: The above optimality criterion was originally introduced by von
 Weizsacker [18] and Gale [5]. An optimal path as defined here is commonly
 called a "weakly maximal" path by Brock [3] and McKenzie [10]. In this paper
 we shall not discuss the existence of optimal paths. In some specific models, the
 existence of optimal paths has been proved (see, for example, Brock and Haurie
 [4] and Takekurma [17]).
 4. THE SUPPORT PRICE THEOREM
 For each optimal path k from time 0, we can define a function uR: Gy -* R by
 (4.1) ia (X y, t) = u (x, y t) -u (k (t),k (t), t).
 If we assume that j u(k(t), k(t), t)dt > - o for all t',t" t [0, x) with t' t
 then we can define a function V: Rn1 x [0 oo) -R U {-, + oo } by
 (4.2) V(X, t) = sup [ lim inf J'u( k( t), k'( t), t) dt].
 Here we should note that functions ui and V are defined for a particular
 optimal path from time 0, and that they depend on the optimal path. We can
 easily check that for each t E [0, oo), i(x, y, t) is a concave function of (x, y) and
 V(x, t) is a concave function of x. The function iu can be called the normalized
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 utility function with respect to the optimal path k. Also, the function V can be
 called the normalized value function with respect to the optimal path k, which is a
 generalization of the usual value function defined under the assumption of
 finiteness of the utility integral over the infinite horizon for all feasible paths.
 From now on, we shall consider an optimal path k from time 0 satisfying the
 following assumption.
 ASSUMPTION 4: (i) f' u (k(t),k (t), t)dt > - ox for all t',t E [0, ox) with t' -t"
 (ii) k(t) E intX(t) for all t E [O, o). (iii) a V(k(O), O) # 0, where a V(k(O). 0)
 denotes the set of all subgradients of function V(., 0) at k(O).
 Condition (i) of this assumption together with Assumption 3 means that the
 optimal path k generates only finite amount of utility in finite period. Condition
 (ii) means that the state k(t) of the optimal path remains in the interior of the
 technology, but the control k(t) does not necessarily do so. Condition (iii) is an
 assumption on the initial capital stock k(O) and is a necessary condition for the
 existence of a support price path for the optimal path k.
 The normalized utility function u has the same properties that the original
 utility function u has. In fact, Assumptions 1 (iii), 2 (ii), 2' (ii), 3, and 4 (i) also
 hold for the normalized utility function u. Moreover, the normalization does not
 affect the optimality criterion. Thus, without loss of generality, we can identify
 the normalized utility function iu with the original utility function u. From now
 on, when we consider a particular optimal path, we shall regard the original
 utility function as the normalized utility function with respect to the optimal
 path.
 REMARK 4.1: If f:[t',t"]- Rm is a feasible arc, then
 V(f(t'),t' ,J u(f(t), f (t), t)dt + V(f(t11)!t1")
 provided that the right-hand side of the above inequality is well-defined.
 MAIN THEOREM: Let k be an optimal path from time 0 satisfying Assumption 4.
 Then, under Assumption 1, 2 (or 2'), and 3, for any p E au(k(O), 0) there exists an
 absolutely continuous function q: [0, ox) -X R n with the following properties:
 (i) q(O) = p.
 (ii) q(t) E a V(k(t), t) for all t E [0, x).
 (iii) -(q(t),q(t)) E au(k(t),k (t),t) for almost every t E [0, Oc).
 In the above, for each t E [0, w), symbols a V(,t) and au(, *u t) denote the sets of
 all subgradients for functions V( , t) and u(., , t), respectively.
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 A proof of this theorem will be given later. The theorem presented here is a
 counterpart of the theorem which was proved by McKenzie [10, L.1] in a discrete
 time model. There are some new features in our theorem which are not found in
 the usual duality theory for continuous time models. First, we have replaced the
 usual assumption of finiteness of the utility integral over the infinite horizon for
 all feasible paths by the weaker set, Assumptions 3 and 4 (i), (iii).
 Second, condition (i) of our theorem says that we can choose any point in
 a V(k(O), O) as an initial price for the support price path. That is, for any point in
 a V(k(O), 0), there exists a price path which starts from the point and supports the
 optimal path.
 Third, the theorem says that conditions (ii) and (iii) hold at the same time. In
 other words, the price path q supports the value function V(*, t) as well as the
 utility function u( , t) at every time t. The existence of a price path with such a
 property is not obvious in non-differentiable models.
 Define a function H: R"l x Rm X [0, oo)-9 R U {-o, + oo } by
 H(p,x,t) = sup{u(x,y,t) + p y I (x,y) E Y(t)}.
 Function H is commonly called the Hamiltonian function. It is well known that,
 under Assumption 1 (i), (iii), for each t E [0, ox) H(p,x,t) is a convex function of
 p and is a concave function of x.
 REMARK 4.2: Condition (iii) of the Main Theorem is equivalent to the follow-
 ing: k (t) E a IH(q(t), k(t), t), -q( t) E a2H(q(t), k(t), t), and H(q(t), k(t), t)
 = u(k(t),k(t),t)+ q(t)0k(t) for almost every t e [O,xo). Here, for each t E
 [O,oo), symbols aIH(.,k(t),t) and a2H(q(t), ,t) denote the sets of all sub-
 gradients for functions H(*,k(t),t) and H(q(t), .,t) respectively. Although the
 proof of equivalence is not entirely trivial, we shall not include it since the
 equivalence is a well-known fact.
 5. TIHE OUTLINE OF THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
 Let k be an optimal path from time 0 in the Main Theorem. An absolutely
 continuous function g: [r,s] - R ", where r,s E [0, ox) with r < s, is said to be a
 support price arc for k if g(t) E aV(k(t),t) for all t E [r,s] and -(g(t), g(t))
 E au(k(t),k(t),t) for almost every t E [r,s].
 AuXII IARY THIEOREM: For each to E [0, ox) there exists a pair of numbers {r,s}
 with r _ to < s (r = to only when to = 0) such that for any po E a V(k(r), r) there
 exists a support price arc for k, g: [r, s]- R , with g(r) = po.
 This Auxiliary Theorem may be called "the local existence theorem of a
 support price path." We shall show that the Main Theorem is implied by the
 Auxiliary Theorem.
 Consider an interval [0, 1]. Since [0, 1] is compact, the Auxiliary Theorem
 implies that there exist finitely many pairs of numbers { r1, s}l with [0, 1]
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 c U'= i[ri,s1] such that each pair { r1,s- } has the same desirable property that the
 pair {r, s in the Auxiliary Theorem has. Without loss of generality, we can
 assume that r1 = 0, r, < si- < r+ I < si (i = 2, . . ., I-1), and s, = 1. Then,
 since rl = 0 andp E a V(k(O),0), there exists a support price arc for k, g1: [r1,s ]
 --* R tn, with g,(r,) = p. Since r2Ks1 and g,(r2) a V(k(r2),r2), there exists a
 support price arc for k, g2 [r2,s2j- R , with g2(r2) = g1(r2). Continue this
 procedure, and we have support price arcs for k, g1, g2, . .. ., g such that
 g1(r + l) = g + ,(r, + ) for all i with 1 _ i / - 1. Define a function q: [0, I]-- R "
 by q(t) = g1(t) when t E [r1,r+ I] for some i, and by q(t) = g,(t) when t e [r,,s].
 Then, by construction, q, is a support price arc for k with q1(O) = p.
 In the exact same way, since q1(l) E a V(k(l), 1), we can construct a support
 price arc for k, q2 : [1,2] - Rm, with q2(1)= ql(l). By repeating this procedure,
 for each n E N we have a support price arc for k, qt,: [n - 1,n] - R n such that
 q, (n) = q + I(n) for all n E N. Define a function q: [0, oo)- R m by q(t) = qt,(t)
 when t E [n - 1, n] for some n. Obviously, by construction, function q satisfies all
 the conditions required in the Main Theorem.
 Hence, we have proved that the Main Theorem is implied by the Auxiliary
 Theorem, and all that remains to be done is to prove the Auxiliary Theorem.
 6. PROOF OF THE AUXILIARY THEOREM
 To prove the Auxiliary Theorem, let k be an optimal path from time 0 and
 pick to E [0, ox).
 LEMMA 6.1: There exist a pair of numbers {r, s} with r -' to < s (r = to only
 when t = 0) and m + 1 feasible arcs h [r,s] Rm (i = 0, 1,. m) having the
 following properties: (i) k(t) E intco{ho(t),hI(t), . . , h,, (t)} for all t E [r,s], (ii)
 lvu(h (t), h(t), t) dt < + oo for all i.
 PROOF: Since k(to) E intX(to) by Assumption 4 (ii), from the family , in
 Assumption 2 (i) we can choose m + 1 feasible arcs, say fo, f.. , fm such that
 k(to) E int co { fo(to), f1(to) , f (to) }. Since functions, fo, f, . . ,f,, and k are
 continuous, there is a pair of numbers { r,s} with r _ to < s (r= to only when
 to = 0) such that
 k(t) E intco{fo(t), f(t), *fm (t)} for all t E [r,s].
 For each i, let hi be the restriction of f on [r,s]. Then functions, ho,h h.. ., hni
 satisfy condition (i) of this lemma. Also, by virtue of Assumption 2 (ii), we know
 that each hi satisfies Condition (ii). Q.E.D.
 To prove that the pair of numbers { r, s } in this lemma has the desirable
 property required in the Auxiliary Theorem, we need the following lemma, which
 will play a most important role in our argument. The lemma corresponds to the
 "induction" procedure used by Weitzman [20] and McKenzie [9 and 10] in
 discrete time models.
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 LEMMA 6.2: For any t',t" [r, s] with t' < t" and any p' & a V(k(t'),t'), there
 exists p" C a V(k(t"), t") such that
 Ju(k(t), k (t), t)dt -- p k(t') + p" k(t")
 J.'J u(f(t),f (t),t)dt-p' *f(t') +p" .pf(t)
 for all feasible arc f: [t', t"]- R ' with Ift u(f(t), f(t), t)dtl < + oc.
 PROOF: By definition of the value function V (see Remark 4.1),
 V00ft', t'_J u (f(t), f (t), t) dt + V(f(t") t"I)
 for all feasible arc f: [t', t"] i Rm, provided that the right-hand side of the above
 inequality is well-defined. Also, p' E a V(k(t'), t') implies
 V(k (t'), t') -p' * k(t') ' V(x, t') -p' . x for all x C Rm.
 Since V(k(t'), t') = J, u(k(t), k(t), t)dt + V(k(t"), t"), by taking x = f(t') in the
 above two inequalities we have
 f (ku(t),k (t), t)tdt+ V(k(t), t),t)-p k-(t')
 Jtu (fift), f (t), t) dt + V( f(t",t)p* ('
 for all feasible arc f: [t', t"] -* R ", provided that the right-hand side of the above
 inequality is well-defined.
 Let a, denote the left-hand side of inequality (6.1). Define two subsets C, and
 C2 of Rm+1 by
 C1 = (a,x) E R X R m a> a, -f u( f(t), f(t), t) dt +p' pf(t')
 and x =f(t") for some feasible arcf: [t',t"] Rm }
 and
 C2 = {(a,x) E R x RmIa _ V(x,t")}.
 We can easily check that both C, and C2 are non-empty and convex. Also, from
 (6.1), it follows that they are disjoint. Therefore, by a well-known separation
 theorem, we have a non-zero vector (g, -p") & R x Rm such that ga - * x
 '-a' -p" * x' for all (a,x) E C1 and (a',x') & C2. Since point (V(k(t"),t"),
 k(t")) in C2 belongs to the boundary of C,, it follows that
 (6.2) Ta - p" * x ' gV(k(t"), t") - p" * k(t") = 7a' - p" * x'
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 for all (a,x) c C, and all (a',x') e C2. The first inequality of (6.2) implies that
 (6.3) 7[ uf(k(t), k (t), t) dt - p' k(t')1 + p" - k(t")
 7 Jt'u (f(t), Y(t), t)dt - p1f(t') +p1l.f(t1l
 for all feasible arcf: [t',t"]-- R' 1with lf' u(f(t), J(t),t)dtl < + oc.
 We can easily show that the particular forms of C, and C2 imply that g 0.
 Suppose that g = 0. Then, it follows from (6.3) that p" k(t") p" hj(t") for all
 i, where ho,hl. . . hm are feasible arcs satisfying condition (i) of Lemma 6.1.
 Therefore, p" = 0. However, this is a contradiction to the premise that (g, -p')
 0 0. Thus, g > 0. Hence, the second inequality of (6.2) implies that
 (6.4) 'nV(k(t"), t") -p" k(t") -_ 7V(x, t") - p" . x for all x & R"'.
 Without loss of generality, we can assume that g = 1. Therefore, (6.4) implies
 thatp" e a V(k(t"),t"). Hence, this lemma follows from (6.3). Q.E.D.
 Pick po E a V(k(r), r) and let us begin to prove that the pair { r,ss} in Lemma
 6.1 has the desirable property required in the Auxiliary Theorem. For each
 n C N, define a finite subset Tn of [r,s] by
 Tn = {t C[r,s] It = r + i(s-r)/2n and i = 0, 1, . . ., 2n}.
 LEMMA 6.3: For each n C N, there exists a set of 2'1 + 1 vectors in R 1? say
 RPn( t) I t C Tn }, having the following properties:
 () Pn ( r) = po,
 (ii) pn(t) E aV(k(t),t) for all t E Tn
 (iii) u u(k(t), k (t), t)dt- Pn(t') * k(t') + pn(t"l) * k(t")
 U u(f(t), (t), t) dt - Pn(t) * f(t') + Pn (t"* f(t ")
 for all feasible arc f: [t', t"] R m with If, u(f(t), f(t), t) dtI < + oo, where t', t"
 C Tn.
 PROOF: For each n E N, apply Lemma 6.2 successively to 2n pairs of numbers,
 {r, r + (s - r)/2n}, {r + (s - r)/2n, r + 2(s - r)/2n}, . . , {r + i(s - r)/2n, r +
 (i + 1)(s - r)/2n}, . , {r + (2n - 1)(s - r)/2n,s}. Then, we have a set of 2n + 1
 vectors, say { pn (t) t E Tn }, which has the desirable property in this lemma.
 Q.E.D.
 LEMMA6.4: { pn(t) It C Tn and n C N }is a bounded subset of R m.
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 PROOF: Suppose that this lemma were not true. Then, there is an infinite
 subset N0 of N such that for each n E No we can choose an element from T,, say
 t,, and IpI1(t,j)II goes to + oo as n goes to + oo. Without loss of generality, we can
 assume that limn -y t, = and liurn, ,(pn(t,t)/l pPn(ta) ) = p 0. On the other
 hand. by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3 (iii), for all hi and for all n E No?
 1 - F"u(k'(t), k (t), t) dt -po k(r) + p, (t,,) k(t,7)
 p(t)~ Kf'u(h(t),ih(t),t)dt -po h(r) + p,,(t,,) h(tn)j
 Therefore, in the limit, p *k(t) _ p h1(t) for all h. Thus, by Lemma 6.1 (i), we
 can conclude that p = 0. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
 LENIMA 6.5: Let T= U F , Tn. Then, there exists a bounded function g0: T
 R"' having the following properties:
 (1) g0(r) = P(,
 (ii) gg((t)EaV(k(t),l) for all tE T,
 (ijii) f'u(k(t), k (t), t)dt- go(t') * k(t') + go(t") * k(f
 fu (J((t)), (t t)) dt- go(t') * ( t') + go(t" ) *f(t")
 for al/f easible arc f :[I',t"]- R"1 with >u(f(t),f(t),t)dt < +oo where t',t"
 E T.
 PROOF: By Lemma 6.3, for each t E T1 we have a sequence 4 p,1(t) I n E N 1.
 Since T, is a finite set, by Lemma 6.4 we can find an infinite subset of N, say N,,
 such that for any t E T,, sequence { pn(t)n En N} converges to a point, say
 g((t). Next, by Lemma 6.3, for each t E T2 we have a sequence { p,1(t) I n E N1
 with n _ 2 Again, since T, is a finite set, by Lemma 6.4 we have an infinite
 subset of N1, say N2, such that for any t E T2, sequence { p,1(t) n E N2}
 converges to a point, say go(t). (Although T, C T2, this notation is consistent
 since N1 D N2.) By repeating this procedure, we have sets, N N2N3 . . . with
 N D N1 D N2 D N3 D, .... such that for any i and any t E Ti, sequence p,1(t) I n
 E N converges to a point, say go(t). In this way we can define a function
 g,: T-- R 1, which is clearly bounded because of Lemma 6.4.
 Obviously, condition (i) of this lemma is implied by Lemma 6.3 (i). Also, if
 t E T, i.e., t E T, for some i, then t E T,, for all n E N.. Therefore condition (ii) of
 Lemma 6.3 holds for all n E N1. Hence, since set IV(k(t),t) is closed, condition
 (ii) of this lemma also holds in the limit. Furthermore, if t', t" E T, and t' < t",
 then t',t" E T, for some j. Since t', t" E T,, for all n E Nj, condition (iii) of
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 Lemma 6.3 holds for all n E N,. Hence condition (iii) of this lemma also holds in
 the limit. Q. E. D.
 Ll MMA 6.6: Function go is continuous.
 PROOF: Suppose that function go were not continuous. Then, since function go
 is bounded, there are two sequences ' tn } n EN and ' t,'l' } e 7N converging to a point
 t such that t' t t- t' for all n E N and limn y(g0(t,')-g0(t')) = p #0. By
 Lemmas 6.1 and 6.5 (iii), p * k(t) ' p * h(t) for all h.. Therefore, by Lemma 6.1 (i),
 we can conclude that p = 0. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D
 LLMMA 6.7: There exists a continuous function g: [r, s] - R'77 having the follow-
 ing properties:
 (i) g(r) = p(,
 (ii) g(t) E- a V(k(t), t) for all t E- I[r, s]
 (iii,~~ X (k (t), (t), t)dt- g (t') k (t') + g (t" k (t"
 u u(f(t), f(t), t) dt- g(t') * f(t') + g(t") *f(t")
 for all feasible arc f: [t',t"]- R 1 with J'{ u(f(t), f(tXt) dtl < + oo, where t',t"
 E [r, s].
 PROOF: Since T is a dense subset of [r, s], the bounded and continuous
 function go can be uniquely extended to a continuous function, say g: [r,s]
 > R'". We shall show that function g has the desirable properties.
 Condition (i) of this lemma immediately follows from condition (i) of Lemma
 6.5. Also, since function g is continuous extension of function go and since T is
 dense in [r,s], condition (iii) of this lemma immediately follows from condition
 (iii) of Lemma 6.5. To prove condition (ii) of this lemma, let t E [r,s] and assume
 that t 4 T. Since T is dense in [r, s], we have a sequence { tn t N in T
 converging to 1 such that ti,1 - t for all n E N. Letf EG F, where F, is a family in
 Assumption 2. Then, by Lemma 6.5 (ii), V(k(tn), t,1) - g0(tn) * k(t,1) _ V(f(t,,),
 t,7) - g(t,) f(t,1) for all sufficiently large n E N. Namely, by definition of the
 value function V,
 f'u(k(T),k (T),T)dT+ V(k(t),t) - go(t,1) k(tt1)
 U J'(f(T), (T), T)dT + V(f(t), t) - go(t,,) * t(tt)
 for all sufficiently large n E N. Therefore, in the limit, we have V(k(t), t) - g(t) E
 k(t)_ V(f(t),t) - g(t) .f(t). Thus, by Assumption 2, V(k(t),t) - g(t). k(t)
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 _ V(x, t) - g(t) * x for all (x, y) e D,. This implies that g(t) e a V(k(t), t), be-
 cause k(t) & intX(t) by Assumption 4 (ii) and D, is dense in Y(t) by Assumption
 2 (i). Thus, condition (ii) of this lemma has been proved. Q.E.D.
 LEMMA 6.8: Function g is absolutely continuous.
 PROOF: By Lemma 6.1 we can easily prove the following facts.
 (6.5) There exists 3 > 0 such that tlhi(t) - k(t)j _-6 for all
 t E [r,s] and for all hi.
 (6.6) There exists -y > 0 such that if v e Rm and t e [r,s], then
 v * (hi(t) - k(t)) _ yllvll - Ilhi(t) - k(t)II for some hi.
 By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.7 (iii), for all hi and t', t" e [r, s] with t' ' t",
 (6.7) f'u(k(t), k (t), t) dt+ g(t") (k(t") - k(t'))
 -u U(hi(t), hi (t), t) dt - g(t"* (hi (t )hi (t'))
 _(g(t") -g(t')) * (hi(t') -k(t')).
 Moreover, since function g is continuous,
 (6.8) there exists ,B > 0 such that I g(t) I I ,B for all t e [r,s].
 Now we can prove the following inequalities.
 E 1 [f'ju(k(t), k (t), t) dtl dt + 811k(t") - k(t')II
 + u u(hi (t), hj (t), t)|I dt + |hi (t )hi (t )|]
 max [I u(k(t), k (t), t) dt + g(t") (k(t ) - k(t ))
 u u(hi (t), h(t), t) dt - g(t"* (hi (t )hi Q'))]
 ma ___x_ (g(t") - g(t')) * (hi(t') - k(t'))
 6min __ (t" g ) hi )-k )
 11 9,tot, - (t'All
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 for all t', t" ( [r, s] with t' _ t", where the first inequality is implied by (6.8), the
 second by (6.7), the third by (6.6), and the fourth by (6.5). Hence, since Lebesgue
 integrals are absolutely continuous and functions ho0,h . h,,, k are absolutely
 continuous, function g is also absolutely continuous. Q.E.D.
 LEMMA 6.9: -(g(t), g(t)) ( au(k(t), k(t), t) for almost every t E [r, s].
 PROOF: For almost every t - [r,s] (see, for example, Natanson [12, p. 255]),
 lim t ( 9u(k(T), k (T), T) dT = u(k(t), k (t), t),
 lim g(t + 0)-g(t) and
 0--o+ 0 8 ( t)
 lim k(t +0) -k(t) k()
 Furthermore, since F in Assumption 2 is a countable family, for almost every
 t E [r,s],
 lim H C9u(f(T), f (T), T) dT = u( f(t) f(t), t) and
 f-*o 0 J1 -f()F
 li + )ft =f(t) for all f
 Let t e [r,s] be such a point in the above, and pick f e F,. Then, for all
 sufficiently small 0 > 0, we have by Lemma 6.7 (iii)
 t + 0 ~~g(t + 0) - g(t)
 J; u(k(T),k(T), T)dT+ k + (t)
 +g(t+) k(t + 0)- k(t)
 t_ +g(t +0)-g(t)
 - u(f(T), f (T), T)dT+ g f(t)
 0). f(t + 0) - f(t)
 0
 Therefore, in the limit as 0 goes to 0, we have
 u(k(t),k (t),t) + g(t) * k(t) + g(t) * k (t)
 ? u(f(t),f (t),t) + g(t) .f(t) + g(t) * (t).
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 Hence, by Assumption 2 (i),
 u(k(t), k (t), t) + g(t) * k(t) + g(t) * k (t)
 u(x, y, t) + g(t) * x + g(t) *y for all (x, y) E D9,
 This implies that -(g(t), g(t)) E au(k(t),k(t),t), because D, is dense in Y(t) by
 Assumption 2 (i), and because u(., .,t) is a concave function on Y(t). Q.E.D.
 Obviously, Lemmas 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 imply the Auxiliary Theorem. This
 completes the proof of the Auxiliary Theorem.
 Hitotsubashi University
 Manuscript received December, 1978; revision received July, 1980.
 APPENDIX
 In this Appendix we shall prove that Assumption 2 is implied by Assumption 2' under Assumption
 Let G,, denote the "graph" of correspondence X, i.e.,
 Gy = f (x, t) E Rmn x [O, oC) I x E X(t))-
 Define a correspondence F: GX v 2R' by
 F(x, t) = ' v E R " I (x, y) E Y(t)}.
 LEMMA A: For any (x(, to) E GA with xo E int X(to), there exist a compact neighborhood U of xo
 and two numbers r, s E [0, zo) with r _ to < s (r = to only when to = 0) such that x E intX(t) for all
 (x, t) E U x [r, s].
 LEMMA B: The correspondence F is convex-valued and lower semi-continuous at any (xo, to) G,,
 with xo C intX(to).
 The above two lemmas are not trivial. However we shall not prove them since their proofs are not
 difficult, but routine. The following is a key lemma in proving the existence of desirable feasible arcs.
 LEMMA C: For any (xo, yo, to) E GY with xo E intX(to), there exists a feasible arc, say f: [t', t"I
 - R m, having the following properties:
 (i) (fto) (to)) = (xo, yo),
 (ii) t' _ t0 < t" (t' = to only when to = 0),
 (iii) the derivative f is continuous.
 PROOF: Let (xo, yo, to) E GY and assume that xo E intX(to). Then, by Lemma A we have a
 compact neighborhood U of xo and two numbers r,s E [0, co) with r _ to < s (r = to only when
 to = 0) such that x E intX(t) for all (x, t) E U x [r,s]. Define a correspondence H: U x [r,sI *2R.
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 by
 H (x { t) |Yo} for (x, t) = (x, t0),
 t F(x, t) for (x, t) +(x0, to).
 Then, by Lemma B we can easily prove that correspondence H is convex-valued and lower
 semi-continuous. Therefore, by a continuous selection theorem of Michael [11, Theorem 3.1"'], we
 have a continuous function, say h: U x [r,ss] -* Rm such that h(x, t) E H(x, t) for all (x, t) & U x
 [r. s]. Hence, by a well-known theorem on the existence of solutions for ordinary differential equa-
 tions, we have two numbers t', t" E [r, s] with t' _ to < t" (t' = to only when to = r) and an absol-
 utely continuous function f: [t', t"]I- Rm such that f(to) = x0 and f(t) = h(f(t), t) for almost every
 t [t', t"]. Clearly, since h is continuous, f is continuous. Also, by construction of f, we can easily
 show thatf is a feasible arc between time t' and time t". Q.E.D.
 Let 1 be a countable base of open sets for Rm x Rm. For each B E T, let Y - I(B) denote the
 inverse image" of correspondence Y, i.e.,
 Y -'(B t E [O, co) I Y(t) n B * 0}).
 LEMMA D: For an)' B E B with Y - 1(B) + 0, there exists a countable family of feasible arcs, sav F
 satisfying the following conditions:
 (i) If t E Y - I( B ), then there is a feasible arc, f: [t', t Rm,
 belonging to tFB such that t' _ t < t" (t' = t only when t = 0),
 (ii) if f: [t', t"]* R m is a feasible arc belonging to FB, then
 (f(t), f (t)) E B for all t E [t', t"],
 (iii) if f E FB, then the derivative f is continuous.
 PROOF: Let B E B and assume that Y - '(B) + 0. Pick s E Y -'(B). Then, since B is open,
 Assumption 1 (ii) implies that there exists (x0, y0) E Y(s) n B with x0 int X(s). Therefore, by
 Lemma C, we have a feasible arc, f: [t', t"I - R m, having the following properties:
 (f(s), f (s)) = (xo, yo),
 t' ? s < t" (t' = s only when s = 0),
 the derivativef is continuous.
 Hence, since (x0, yo) E B and B is open, we have two numbers in [t', t"], say tv and t,', with
 t, _ s < t' (t, = s only when s = 0) such that (f(t), f(t)) E B for all t E [tv, t L']. Let f, denote the
 restriction of function f on [t', t,']. In this way, for each s E [0, zo) we have a function f: [tv,
 R".
 Let C be a countable base of open sets for [0, co). For each C E C, choose a number s E [0, cc)
 and a function f, : [t,, t"] - R " such that C c [tv, t"], if they exist. Let FB denote the family of such
 functions chosen in such a way. Clearly, since C is a countable base, tFB is a countable family. Also,
 we can easily check that family FfB satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of this lemma. QED.
 By Lemma D, we can define a countable family of feasible arcs by
 F= U FB
 B E
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 To prove that family F satisfies condition (i) of Assumption 2, let t E [0, zo) and suppose that D, were
 not dense in Y(t). Then, there exists B E B such that B n Y(t) 0 and B n D, = 0. Since
 t E Y -'(B), by Lemma D (i), (ii), we have a feasible arc f: [t', t"]- R m belonging to FB such that
 t' _ t < t" (t' = t only when t = 0) and (f(t), f(t)) E B. Thus, B n D, # 0, which is a contradiction.
 In addition, by Lemma D (iii), we can easily prove that Assumption 2' (ii) implies Assumption 2
 (ii). Therefore, this completes the proof that Assumption 2' implies Assumption 2 under Assumption
 1.
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